extended to non-abelian cases, by Mr. T. Nakayama and Mr. Y. Matsushima.
In this paper, restricting to the abelian case, I shall give a detailed structure of G(k/K), and add a certain remark to a particular non-abelian case.
1. The striletilre of G (k/3)).
Let k be a p-adic number field, and K be a finite extension of k. We denote the multiplicaitve groups of their non zero elements by k*, K*, respectively, and norm group of K/k, by N. The elements of K whose norm to k are unity, form a subgroup of K* and we denote this by G(k/K).
When K is a normal extension of k with its galois group G, we mean by a factor set of K/k a system of elements a, T (o, T E G) of K satisfying (1) saa7 p=a, aT, P.
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Further, we shall denote by KGA the group generated by 81 8EK, a E G.
One of Tannaka's results runs as follows: Theorem 1.3) Let Q be a mite abelian extension field of k with its galois group A, and (aa, T) be a factor set of Q/k whose exponent is equal to the degree of extension Q/k. Then G(k/fl) is generated by 12 and aa, 7/a7, a. where o,-run over A: 3) We refer this theorem to (8). 4) T. Nakayama (6) and Y. Akizuki C1). 5) We denote a product IIaa, T by a7, H, and in a similar way IIa, a by aQ p.
TE1TEN HTDEO KUNIYOSHI
Next, we calculate a:, using the relation (1),
It follows from (6), (7) and (8) Tx, tt2=(NKJK28)1-z1EK.
In this relation, b72x, H2 and NKJK2 0 belong to the field KW, S and as the galois group H, of K/k is generated by Tl, it follows that (11) bT2, H2X0NK;K20 where a belongs to the field k.
On the other hand we have (12) where if we regard a as an element of K2, for implies (12), owing to the "verschiebungssatz" of the local class field theory.
From (11) and (12) and Z2 are the cyclic groups of (4).
Proof We assume a relation between and i. e,
We choose Zi, Zj, i<j arbitrary, and let N' be a direct factor excluding GzxZ, and Z be the corresponding intecme liate field, then Z/k is a normal extension with its galois group ZzxZ5. We take norm of (14) 
Proof. Let aEH (Q/k), and we put a in the from where P is a fixed prime element of k, and e an unit element, If E=0, we denote the group of all the units by E, and construct a subgroup H of k* generated by E and F3, |B|=0(2|C| 
